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In November, 2019, ERCOD hosted its annual Fall Discovery Retreat (DR) at Peaceable 
Kingdom in Killeen, TX- this year’s theme was an exciting offshoot of what we did last year.  
Working off the ideas we saw with the Spheros that we used during the 2018-2019 Discovery 
Retreats, we decided to make the jump from Spheros to Self Driving cars.  An organization 
based in Austin was starting to make autonomous, or self-driving, cars that were scaled down to 
a size that helped people learn about the concept of self driving.  This organization, Auto-Auto, 
was already hosting several workshops in Texas schools and was excited to join with us to offer 
a workshop during Discovery Retreat.   
 
Twenty-two Deaf and Hard of Hearing Juniors and Seniors from across Texas came to learn a 
little bit more about how autonomous driving is changing the future of driving.  Joyce Rigelo 
from Auto-Auto, took the lead on instructing our campers in the basics of how Auto-Auto cars 
work. Through ‘playing’ with these cars, our students were able to slowly but surely understand 
the fundamentals of how autonomous driving works, particularly with coding involved.   
 
Several different challenges were given to our students and they had to learn how to integrate 
these into their code.  Challenges such as teaching the cars minor concepts such as 
recognizing the colors red and green and white stripes, plus more complex concepts like 
differentiating between what was a pedestrian and what was not.  One game involved several 
little plastic pedestrians spread throughout a city block and our campers had to instruct their 
cars through coding to avoid hitting these pedestrians while driving through the streets—it was 
very much like driving in a maze! 
 
Our camp leaders also invited our campers to discuss the nuances and issues that we could 
potentially face as autonomous driving continues to evolve and become a bigger part of life.  
Campers talked about how it could become safer to drive and work productivity might improve, 
but also the negatives of allowing a car to make decisions during life and death situations.  It 
was great to see our campers apply what they learned over the weekend and bring an 
awareness into their discussions.  As a bonus, a Tesla was present so our campers were able 
to make parallels with their small Auto-Auto cars and an actual autonomous driving car!  The 
students and staff once again had a fantastic DR weekend!  
 
              


